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“A Respite!”
Where there is beauty there is pain,
Two becoming the same,
Turn my skin into marble and carve out the trouble
Make everything look the same

Turning Valleys into veins.
Marching like men on the planes,
Learning to dig through the rubble, the puzzle is subtle,
I think that I’m going insane

Can we end this?

Driven by the filth
Stealing your good will

So, you think you can hide, they’ve broken you down,
You cannot survive this
World, confusing and cold, you feel so alone,
You wish you could just go
Home, that place that you keep, just out of reach,
At the back of your mind where
Love, was lost for yourself, by someone else,
This is the pain you
Keep, locked up inside, that beautiful mind,
Hating yourself for
life , let go of the spite, this gift of life

From the veil they see your face,
Keeping track of your pace,
They’re calling to you in the dead of the night
And they want you to take their place

There is evil in the grain
This is the devil’s domain
Lending myself to the nether, a conscious endeavor
attempt to relinquish the pain.



So, you think you can hide, they’ve broken you down,
You cannot survive this
World, confusing and cold, you feel so alone,
You wish you could just go
Home, that place that you keep, just out of reach,
At the back of your mind where
Love, was lost for yourself, by someone else,
This is the pain you
Keep, locked up inside, that beautiful mind,
Hating yourself for this
Life, is not at the end, unless you decide,
That you must make it,

So, you think you can hide, they’ve broken you down,
You cannot survive this
World, confusing and cold, you feel so alone,
You wish you could just go
Home, that place that you keep, just out of reach,
At the back of your mind where
Love, was lost for yourself, by someone else,
This is the pain you,
Love, forgive yourself
Love, Forgive yourself

“MisinformedNation”
You never can know, how deep it will go,
How deep are my sins? How deep is my hole?
It’s all we can take, It’s all we can take,
Living our lives, stuck inside this
Algorithmic,  mass effect,
Cybersisted apathy

Can’t take anymore, dead under the weight
Just give me a break, just give me a break,
No pushing away, it’s all we can take,
Losing our lives, subsist gossip
Reactionary, recommend,



Make no room for ill intent

You can’t feign ignorance in such paltry ways,
Utilize the lingo for this social parley,
Antagonistic toward perceived enemy,
You are the chosen one so specially made,
We worship you and all the money you make,
You’re just like us in almost every way,

They digitalize, a digital guise,
We’re making a mess, do not analyze,
Tap here for surprise, Tap here for surprise,
Your life is a mine, thoughtless consent Mechanize your privacies,
Wasting all your time on me

Whatever your niche, you’ll find you can reach,
Just give it a taste, just give it a taste,
There’s nothing to lose, don’t turn it away
You sign on the line, we own you now,
Dollar signs and datamines
Crypto-current modern lies

You can’t feign ignorance in such paltry ways,
Utilize the lingo for this social parley,
Antagonistic toward perceived enemy,
You are the chosen one so specially made,
We worship you and all the money you make,
You’re just like us in almost every way,

You never can know, how deep will it go
As deep as your sins, you’re letting them grow
I think that I’ll break, that’s all I can take,
Inside of your mind, cyber hemorrhage
You won’t need friends or family
You don’t need to eat or breath

“Azag’s Fable”
Sun, god from which all life has sprung The giver, the father, the one,
We prayed & we worshiped, but it’s indifferent
Wrong, the priests lead us to our downfall,
The cracking and breaking of walls,
Sand takes back lands as the children all but starve,



Everyone died and left me,
That’s when I discovered my key,
Born of the stars I bring light,
Gifted with unending life

Heart then embittered by strife,  think of their faces and cry,
This weight is so heavy, hatred is born
Now! The light inside me is ablaze, Melting down humans with rage,
Feeling internal change, I have no heart,
Closing this door on myself,
Accepting this power from hell,
Cracking the skin off my face,
Beauty is such a waste,

I’ve lived in spite through countless years, tasting a bevy of human fear
Memories come to me digested through souls
We are the evil, the petty, and the night
We drink of no water & do not know plight
You will not see us coming nor will you fight
What waits for us at the end of all days
The void of pain eternal an end without sight

The metal hatch creeps open, it’s maniacal diabolical art
Lead panels shifting, exposes a cavernous view
Metal and flesh mesh, pieces of the earth,
Scraps from the universe, the fabric of existence,
Intertwined in endless vacancy, your eyes focus on it
As you soul slips inside, gracefully it calls to you,
The pressure is immense, hovering in silent motion,
The dying star core, that was my heart
Let your hurt not define you, or your kin shall revile you

“Mister Blue”
Blurry eyes, that’s how I see my way,
Broken time, can’t tell the months from days
Left inside, these thoughts I can’t replace
Telling lies, believe me i'm okay
Keep in mind, I never asked for this
Anodize, protecting my weakened state
My surprise, you look at me in such tempting ways
Keeps my mind, off of the trauma brain



We take, so much from ourselves and never do we seem to break
It’s hell, trying to nurture the demons that made you this way
I don't need you to fix, I just need a moment okay?
Some times, the words are too much and I feel that I need to escape
This loss, my senses infected its all I can taste
Good Bye, I’ll  see you around mister blue….  good day

Mister blue, what is your secret today?
Mister blue, how do you keep it safe?
Mister blue, I would not take you away
Mister blue, well what do you say?

You take the breath from my putrid lungs
Brain is flooded the buzzing is a pleasant welcome
Stress post traumatic the snake of the day
But here is mister blue and he’ll take it all away

Blurry eyes, that’s how I see my way,
Broken time, can’t tell the months from days
Left inside, these thoughts I can’t replace
Telling lies, believe me i'm okay
Keep in mind, I never asked for this
Anodize, protecting my weakened state
My surprise, you look at me in such tempting ways
Keeps my mind, off of the trauma brain

We take, so much from ourselves and never do we seem to break
It’s hell, trying to nurture the demons that made you this way
I don't need you to fix, I just need a moment okay?
Some times, the words are too much and I feel that I need to escape
This loss, my senses infected its all I can taste
Good Bye, I’ll  see you around mister blue….  good day


